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ABSTRACT 

 

ANYTIME TOP-K QUERIES ON EXACT AND FUZZY DATA 

 

Publication No. ________ 

 

Bhushan Chaudhari, MS 

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2006 

 

Supervising Professor:  Dr. Gautam Das  

Top-k queries on large multi-attribute data sets are fundamental operations in 

information retrieval and ranking applications. In this thesis, we initiate research on the 

anytime behavior of top-k algorithms on exact and fuzzy data. In particular given 

specific top-k algorithms we are interested in studying their progress towards 

identification of the correct result at any point of the algorithms’ execution. We adopt a 

probabilistic approach where we seek to report at any point the scores of the top-k 

results the algorithm has identified, as well as associate a confidence with this 

prediction. Such functionality can be a valuable asset when one is interested to reduce 

the runtime cost of top-k computations. We show analytically that such probability and 

confidence are monotone in expectation. We present a thorough experimental 

evaluation to validate our techniques using both synthetic and real data sets.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Top-k queries on large multi-attribute databases are commonplace.  Such 

queries report the k highest ranking results based on similarity scores of attribute values 

and specific score aggregation functions.   When we talk about similarity scores, we 

mean even if the value is not exactly matching with the value specified in the query, it’s 

ranked based on relevance of that value with the one in database. Such queries are very 

frequent in a multitude of applications including - 

(a) Multimedia similarity search (on images, audio, etc)  

(b) Preference queries expressed on attributes of diverse data types  

(c) Internet searches on scores based on word occurrence statistics and diverse    

combining functions 

(d) Sensor network applications over streams of sensor measurements. 

(e) Progress bar on queries returning long lists of results for the submitted 

criteria 

When we search images based on some characteristics the images will be 

ranked depending upon their closeness with the properties specified in the query. The 

extent of closeness is nothing but the score of that image. Similar notion applies for 

various other systems involving top-k algorithms and ranking also where score is 

calculated based upon the similarity rather than exact matching. When we talk about 
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anytime behavior of these systems our focus is on the quality of current results, which is 

specified using the name as “confidence”. The word confidence refers to quality of the 

current results and for this discussion we are less concerned about the computation time 

involved in getting this factor to achieve maximum accuracy. Several algorithms have 

been introduced in the literature to efficiently perform top-k computations. Among the 

most successful is the TA algorithm discovered independently by Nepal et.  al., [22], 

Guntzer et.  al., [12] and Fagin et. al., [21].  In this algorithm each attribute value of an 

attribute can be accessed independently via an index in descending order of its score.  

Such a score is computed via a specific query condition. Numerous algorithms for 

performing top-k computations have been propose [10, 8, 7, 2, 18, 16, 1, 15, 19] 

depending on the model of data access, stopping conditions etc. The majority of such 

computations however are highly conservative.  The algorithms come to a stop only 

when there is absolute certainty that the correct top-k result has been identified. 

An anytime algorithm is an algorithm whose quality of results improves 

gradually as computation time increases [13].  Although several types of such 

algorithms have been proposed, interruptible anytime algorithms are highly popular and 

useful. An interruptible anytime algorithm is an algorithm whose runtime is not 

determined in advance but at any time during execution can be interrupted and returns a 

result.  Moreover, interruptible algorithms have an associated performance profile 

which returns result quality (for suitably defined notions of quality) as a function of 

time (relative to execution) for a problem instance. Such algorithms are valuable since 

at any point during the execution a user can obtain feedback regarding the result quality 
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at that point.  If one is satisfied with it one may bring the algorithm to a halt. Thus, such 

algorithms provide a graceful tradeoff between result quality and response time. 

In this thesis we initiate a study of anytime top-k algorithms. We study the 

behavior of common top-k algorithms at any point of their execution and we reason 

about top-k result quality.   Notice that this notion of anytime top-k computation is 

vastly different from notions of approximate top-k algorithms previously introduced in 

the literature [6, 11]. Such models aim to relax control parameters of the computation 

(e.g., distance) which are difficult to translate to guarantees perceived by a user. The 

actual behavior of such models remains largely empirical.  In contrast we wish to 

monitor a top-k algorithm at any point in its execution and reason about result quality.  

For large data collections such an approach can be vastly beneficial as one may decide 

to terminate the computation early if one is satisfied with the current quality of the 

results. In particular we make the following contributions: 

• We initiate the study of anytime top-k computations.   We present a 

framework, within which at any point in query execution for suitable top-k algorithms, 

we can assess the confidence with which we can approximate several measures of top-k 

result quality.   Such measures include probability of having the correct top-k result, 

precision of the results assessed with respect to the correct top-k results, rank distance 

between the current top-k result and the exact result. 

• We show that although for a single instance of a top-k computation such 

measures can be non-monotonic, in expectation such measures are monotonic. Thus, 

our guarantees for measures of result quality hold in expectation. 
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• We present efficient algorithms based on convolutions to obtain such 

guarantees that are geared towards large data collections, by reducing runtime 

overheads of our computations. 

•  We show how our algorithms can be applied to two types of settings,  namely 

(a) when the underlying data and similarity scores are exact, such as those typically 

present in information retrieval and (b) when the underlying data are fuzzy, such  as  

those  commonly  present  in  sensor  data  collection. To the best of our knowledge this 

is the first time that top-k computations (not just anytime top-k computations) on fuzzy 

data are considered. Our framework can encompass both set- tings easily. 

• We present the results of a thorough experimental evaluation of our algorithms 

using both exact and fuzzy data, evaluating several measures of result quality and 

demonstrate the practical utility and scalability of our approach. 

This thesis is organized as follows:  Chapter  2  reviews  related work.  In 

Chapter 3 we present our overall framework and demonstrate several important 

properties of anytime top-k computations. In Chapter 4 and 5 we present our algorithms 

and methodology to enable several popular top-k algorithms with anytime behavior.  In 

Chapter 6 we present the results of our experimental validation of our overall 

methodology. We conclude in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

The threshold algorithm (TA) constitutes state of the art for top-k computations 

[22, 12, 21].  It is assumed that sorted lists of the data items by each attribute is 

available, and TA scans these lists (performing sorted accesses) in an interleaved 

manner, and computes the items with top-k scores using monotone score combining 

functions. The algorithm has to immediately compute the complete score for each item 

encountered in these lists.   In order to do so however, it conducts random accesses to 

all relevant lists and thus its overhead may be high depending on the application 

context. For the rest of this thesis we refer to this algorithm as TA-Random. Several 

variants of this basic idea have been proposed.   TA- Sorted [21, 12] can work in 

environments where random access is not available. It maintains worst and best scores 

for items based on partially computed total scores; the algorithm compares the worst 

case score of the k-ranked item with the best score of all candidates as a stopping 

condition. In this algorithm items are always accessed sequentially.  Since expensive 

random access is avoided, in certain situations the performance may be much better 

than TA-Random. Several variants of the basic TA ideas have been considered in 

various contexts [15, 19, 16].   [1] deals with top-k  problems on web  accessible  data  

sources  with  limited  sorted  access.   Nearest neighbor type of approaches have been 

considered in this context as well [5, 4, 25, 14]. 
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The bulk of research work has concentrated around TA-Random variants. For 

large lists of items however, TA-Sorted will offer great performance benefits.  

Optimization issues for TA-Random algorithms have been considered as well [18, 1, 

16].  The main thrust has been to reduce the number of random accesses when sources 

vary in several parameters, such as speed, selectivity etc.  Several statistical aids have 

been deployed, such as histograms and probabilistic estimators for the number of 

random accesses. 

Anytime algorithms have found numerous applications in AI and planning 

contexts [13, 23].   The quality of results of an anytime algorithm improves as the 

computation evolves.   At a high level anytime algorithms can be categorized as being 

either interruptible or contract.  An interruptible algorithm doesn’t have a set running 

time and can always be interrupted at any time during execution returning a result. The 

quality of the result can be determined via a performance profile. A contract algorithm 

has a time deadline as a parameter and no assumption about the results can be made 

before the deadline. 

Theobald et. al., [17] presented an approach to probabilistic top-k query 

evaluation.   This work is specifically targeted to the TA-Sorted algorithm.  The basic 

idea is, for a newly seen item, to compute the probability with which it may belong to 

the top-k result.  If that probability is below a user supplied threshold the item is 

dropped from further consideration.   This way, possibly fewer items are considered 

during top-k query evaluation.  Moreover, by carefully maintaining bounds for the 

scores of the most promising (as far as the top-k result is concerned) items that have 
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been en- countered the algorithm may probabilistically decide to terminate earlier than 

the regular TA-Sorted deterministic computation. Empirical evaluation presented in 

[17] demonstrated that the algorithm performs well in practice. Our approach is 

orthogonal to this work. Unlike [17] our computation is anytime in nature.  Our 

algorithms can at any point (unlike [17]) characterize the quality of the result obtained 

so far. A fundamental reason for this is that unlike [17] we do not base the computation 

of our measures only on the items al- ready observed, but also extend our framework, 

making predictions on the unseen items as well.  
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CHAPTER 3 

FRAMEWORK 

In  this  chapter  we  describe  the  framework  of  our  approach  to develop anytime 

algorithms with probabilistic guarantees for top-k processing.  Our actual algorithms are 

described in more detail in the subsequent two chapters. 

3.1 Review of top-k algorithms 

Consider a single table database with M attributes A1, ..., AM , and N tuples t1 , . . . 

, tN . Each tuple t may be viewed as a numeric vector t = (t[1], t[2], . . . , t[M]).  Central to 

top-k retrieval is the concept of a scoring function, score(t) which assigns a numeric score to 

a tuple t, and the objective is to efficiently return the top-k tuples in the database that have 

the highest scores [21, 10].  The scoring function should be monotonic - in our case, this 

means that if we consider two tuples t and u such that t[i] � u[i], 1 � i � M, then score (t) � 

score (u).  Additive scoring functions are monotonic, have been widely adopted in the 

context of such algorithms and we consider them throughout the thesis. 

A simple algorithm for this problem is the scan algorithm which maintains a buffer 

of the highest scoring tuples and keeps on updating it while sequentially scanning the 

underlying data, until the input is exhausted.  However, as discussed in Chapter 2, in certain 

common scenarios one can compute the top-k tuples without having to see all tuples using 

the Threshold Algorithm (TA) [21] (henceforth referred to as TA- Random in this thesis)
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that assumes that we have sorted as well as random access to each attribute, and the TA-

Sorted [21] algorithm, that relies only on sorted access to each attribute.  The random access 

operation is usually much more expensive than sorted access, and in these cases the TA-

Sorted is a very useful variant.  Due to space limitations, we do not review these algorithms 

here but we refer the reader to the vast bibliography on the subject (e.g., see [21] and 

references therein). 

Our focus in this thesis is to upgrade these algorithms so that they can exhibit 

anytime behavior.  This means that at any point during the execution - i.e., before the 

algorithm has terminated - we wish to be able to (a) reveal the current top-k results 

calculated thus far, and (b) associate a “guarantee” with our current answers. For example, 

we may wish to be able to give probabilistic guarantees, such as: With probability p, the 

current top-k tuples are likely to be the true top-k tuples”.  Providing such probabilistic 

guarantees is the most critical aspect of our approach, and much of the remainder of this 

thesis is devoted to developing appropriate guarantee measures and efficient techniques by 

which such measures can be calculated.   

3.2 Probabilistic generative models for databases 

To be able to give probabilistic guarantees with our anytime answers,  it is critical 

that we assume some knowledge of the data, such as the number of tuples N , as well as 

knowledge of the distributional properties of the data. Such knowledge can be obtained via 

popular parametric or non-parametric techniques (i.e., histograms) which are available or
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can be computed on demand.   Our development of anytime top-k queries does not depend 

on the particular type of distributional knowledge assumed.  For this reason, we 

subsequently develop a generic probabilistic model which we assume has been used for 

generating the data, and is known to us. We choose to do so in order to keep the presentation 

of our techniques generic and independent of specific forms of distributional modeling 

techniques.   In Chapter 5.4 we will describe a practical realization of our techniques using 

histograms (a highly popular non-parametric technique to capture distributional properties of 

data sets) and address performance and efficiency issues. 

We  first  assume  that  the  generated  data  is  exact,  i.e.,  that  the values of each 

attribute of a tuple in the database are its true values. We then extend the data model to also 

include fuzzy data, where the observed values are deviant from the true values according to 

certain error distribution models. 

Let  Dom1 , . . . , DomM   be  the  respective  domains  of  the  at- tributes.   We shall 

assume that database tables are generated via a random process in which N  tuples are 

randomly drawn, where each  tuple  t  =  (t[1], t[2], . . . , t[M ])  is  generated  with  each  

at- tribute value ti  independently drawn from a known probability density function (pdf) 

associated with the attribute, gPDFi (x). 

This generative model can be extended to the case of fuzzy data, in which the value 

of the ith attribute of a tuple is t[i] = t[i] + e, i.e., we first draw t[i] from a generative model 

(such as gPDFi(x) above), and then “perturb” it by an additive error e drawn from a separate 

known error density function ei (x) over a domain [−i, +i]. As a simple example, a uniform 

error distribution [−i, +i] may be associated with the ith attribute.    
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Another typical error model in certain applications is the Gaussian distribution [20, 

3, 24]. The mean values of these error distributions are usually zero, and the variance is 

indicative of how uncertain we are of the final observed data values in the database.   In 

principle, error models could be associated with each generated value - e.g., larger values 

may be associated with larger errors - and not just with each attribute as we have shown in 

the above example.  While our methods will work for all such error models, for the sake of 

simplicity of exposition we only describe the case where error models are associated with 

each attribute.  

3.3 Measures of anytime behavior 

Consider a ranking algorithm (such as TA-Random, or TA-Sorted) after d iterations 

over a specific database.  Once these algorithms have been upgraded by our techniques into 

anytime algorithms, they will have the ability to give probabilistic guarantees for the 

following useful measures: 

• Confidence:  The algorithms shall be able to determine the probability that the 

current top-k tuples are indeed the true top-k tuples. 

•  Precision: The algorithms shall be able to calculate a (probabilistic) lower bound 

on the precision of the current top-k tuples - i.e., this bound on the precision will hold with a 

given probability of p (typically, p  =  0.95).  The precision of the retrieved results is defined 

as r/k where r is the number of the current top-k tuples that belong to the true top-k tuples. 

•  Rank  Distance:   Likewise,  the  algorithms  shall  be  able  to compute  a  

probabilistic  upper  bound  on  the  rank  distance of the current top-k tuples.  The rank-
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distance is defined as follows.   Let CurRank(t)  be the rank of a tuple t in the current top-k, 

and let TrueRank(t) be its rank in the entire database when sorted by scores. Then 

Rank Distance = � |CurRank(t) − TrueRank(t)| 

                            t � CurTopk 

Rank Distance is related to the Spearmans footrule measure for comparing ranked 

lists [9]. 

• Score Interval: Finally, the algorithms shall be able to compute a probabilistic 

upper bound on the difference between the smallest score of the true top-k tuples relative to 

the smallest score of the current top-k tuples. 

Interestingly, as the algorithms continue with their iterations and consume more 

data, it turns out that these measures are not necessarily monotonic. In the next subsection 

we discuss this unexpected result, and show that while these measures may not behave 

monotonically for specific databases, they show monotonic behavior in an expected sense 

over all possible databases. 

3.4 Properties of anytime measures 

We show that these measures have certain monotonic and non- monotonic properties 

that are common across all these algorithms. For this chapter we use the following notation:  

PDF (O|O � O’) represents the probability density associated with object O that belongs to a 

(possibly infinite) set O’. Thus if D refers to the space of all database tables with N  tuples 

that can be generated by the probabilistic data model discussed in Chapter 3.2, then PDF 

(D|D � D’) is the probability density associated with each specific database D. 
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Consider a snapshot of a ranking algorithm (such as TA-Sorted or TA-Random) 

after d iterations for a specific database D.   Let Seen-d be the “prefix” of the database that 

has been seen by this algorithm after these d iterations.  For example, in the case of TA- 

Sorted, Seen-d equals the completely seen tuples as well as the seen portions of the partially 

seen tuples after the algorithm has made d probes along each sorted list. 

To be able to estimate the anytime measures, these algorithms will have to make 

some distributional assumptions about the remaining portion of the database that has not yet 

been seen.  Intuitively, each algorithm determines the pdf of the remainder of the database 

by conditioning the generative model with the prefix al- ready seen,  and then computes 

estimates of each of the anytime measures based on this conditional pdf. 

Let OneMore(Seen-d) refer to the space of all possible valid prefixes of databases 

that is defined by extending Seen-d  by one more iteration.  We note that for each of the 

ranking algorithms, a pdf over this respective space of extensions, i.e.  PDF (Seen-d+1| 

Seen-d+1 � OneMore(Seen-d)), can be naturally defined, with the specifics of this 

distribution depending on the actual algorithm being  used.   As  an  example,  consider  the  

TA-Sorted  algorithm over  a  database  D  which  has  been  generated  using  the  

distributions gPDFi  and ei  along the ith attribute, and let h1 , . . . , hM  be the last values 

seen along each attribute respectively.  Then in the next iteration, the value to be read along 

the ith attribute will be a random variable t[i] = t[i] + e where t[i] (resp.  e � (− �i , +  �i )) is 

distributed according gPDFi  (resp. ei), conditioned by the fact that t[i] � hi . 

To carry OneMore(Seen-d ) even further, let D(Seen-d ) refer to the space of all 

possible valid complete databases that can be defined by extending Seen-d into complete 
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databases after N −d iterations. As we argued above, the pdf of these databases, PDF (D|D � 

D(Seen-d )), can be naturally defined. 

Consider a tuple t that belongs to the seen portion of the database. Since we do not 

know the real values of its attributes, score(t) is actually a random variable whose pdf 

depends on the probability densities  of  the  respective  attribute  values.   Let WCS(t)  be  

the smallest possible score that the tuple can have.  WCS(t) can be computed using the 

smallest possible real values that each attribute of t can have. If an attribute value, say t[i], 

has been seen, its smallest possible real value can be t[i] = t[i] −  �i .  On the other hand, 

if an attribute value t[i] has not been seen (in case of TA-Sorted), its smallest 

possible real value can be li , i.e., the lower bound of Domi .  All algorithms (TA-Sorted, as 

well as TA-Random) maintain a top-k buffer in which the k tuples in Seen-d with the largest 

worst case scores are maintained. Let kWCS(Seen-d) refer to the k-th largest worst case 

score in this buffer.  Consider any extension of Seen-d by one iteration, say Seen-d+1. 

THEOREM   1.  kWCS(Seen-d ) � kWCS(Seen-d+1 )The proof is obvious. 

Informally, this theorem states that the worst case score of the current top-k tuples increases 

monotonically as the algorithm progresses on any database. 

3.4.1 Non-monotonic property of anytime measures  

In this subsection we show that the Confidence anytime measure is non-monotonic for 

specific databases.   In fact, the other measures Precision, Rank Distance, as well as Score 

Interval are also consequently non-monotonic. 

Let k-thScore(D) refer to k-th largest true score of all tuples in a specific database D - 

i.e., where the score calculations are per- formed using real values of the tuples.  Let 
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Confidence(Seen-d ) be defined as the probability that kWCS(Seen-d ) = kthScore(D), where  D  

is  a  random  valid extension  of  Seend   into  a  complete database drawn from the density 

function PDF (D|DinD’(Seen-d )). 

Because of the use of worst case scores, this definition of confidence is actually even 

more conservative than the earlier definition of confidence in Chapter 3.3. 

THEOREM 2:  There exist database instances where  

Confidence (Seen-d) > Confidence (Seen-d+1) 

Proof: We prove this result for TA-Sorted using only exact data, i.e., data without errors. 

Assume a database with two columns A1 and A2, each with domain [0.0, 1.0] and a uniform 

distribution generative model. Let the score function be score(t) = t[1]+t[2]. Let 

the database have four tuples with ids t1, . . . , t4, and assume that the task is to return the 

top-2 tuples. In the first iteration, assume the algorithm encounters t1 = [0.9, ?] and t2 = [?, 

0.9], along each of the sorted lists (a ? implies that the corresponding attribute value is 

unresolved). After this iteration, the top-2 buffer is loaded with t1 and t2, each with a worst 

case score of 0.9. Since we have not seen the other two tuples, we assume that each is 

distributed uniformly in [0.0, 0.9] × [0.0, 0.9], and hence the probability that the current worst 

case score of 0.9 is larger than the scores of both these unseen tuples is (1/2)�(1/2) = 

1/4. 

Suppose  in  the  next  iteration  the  algorithm  encounters  t3   = [0.8, ?] and t2  =  [?, 

0.8].  After this iteration, the top-2 buffer re- mains unchanged.  However, the probability that 

the current worst case score of 0.9 is larger than the scores of both these (now partially seen) 

tuples decreases to (1/8) � (1/8) = 1/64.  
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We note that a similar argument will not suffice in the case of TA- Random on exact 

data, because in that algorithm a tuple is never in a partially resolved state-it is either completely 

seen or completely unseen. However, if we consider fuzzy data, then it is easy to construct 

examples where the confidence may decrease as the algorithm progresses.  Likewise, we can 

also show that the other anytime measures may also be non-monotonic. 

The above arguments bring to light a subtle issue.  The uncertain (probabilistic) nature 

of anytime measures should of course be obvious to the reader - i.e., that at any point during 

execution, we cannot be completely certain that we have discovered the true top-k tuples, and 

therefore can only make probabilistic guarantees regarding our anytime measures. However, 

what the example shows is that as the iterations progress, we may have to revise, and some- 

times even reduce, our probabilistic guarantees. 

In contrast, we can show that the anytime measures are monotonic in expectation. This 

is discussed in the next subsection. 

3.4.2 Monotonicity of anytime measures in expectations 

We describe the result for the confidence measure.  Similar results for the other anytime 

measures can be derived in a similar fashion. 

Let E[Confidence(Seen-d+1)] be defined as the expected value of  Confidence(Seen-

d+1 ),  where  Seen-d+1   is  randomly  drawn from 

PDF (Seen-d+1 | Seen-d+1 � OneMore (Seen-d )). 

 

THEOREM 3:    (EXPECTED MONOTONICITY THEOREM). 

Confidence(Seen-d ) � E[Confidence(Seen-d+1 )] 
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Proof:    In the proof below,  to prevent notational clutter,  we assume a discrete finite domain 

and use summation symbols instead of more formal integral symbols,  e.g.,  when computing 

expectations of random variables. 

Assume IsEq(., .) is a function that returns the integer 1 if the two arguments are equal 

and 0 otherwise.  From the definition of confidence, we know that 

Confidence(Seen-d ) =  �   IsEq(kWCS(Seen-d), kthScore(D))* PDF(D| D � D(Seen-d)) 

                              D � D’(Seen-d) 

Partitioning all valid database extensions D as follows , we get 

Confidence(Seen-d ) =              �  

                                    Seen-d+1 � OneMore(Seen-d) 

(       �     IsEq(kWCS(Seen-d+1), kthScore(D)) * 

  D � D’(Seen-d+1) 

* PDF (D|D � D’(Seen-d+1))) 

 * PDF (Seen-d+1 | Seen-d+1 � OneMore (Seen-d)) 

From Theorem 1 we have kWCS (Seen-d) � kWCS (Seen-d+1 ) for  any extension Seen-

d+1. Thus the above reduces to: 

Confidence (Seen-d) �     �      

Seen-d+1 � OneMore(Seen-d ) 

(       �     IsEq(kWCS(Seen-d), kthScore(D))  

 

     * PDF (Seen-d+1 |Seen-d+1  � OneMore(Seen-d )) 

Thus, 
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Confidence (Seen-d ) �     �     Confidence(Seen-d+1 ) 

Seen-d+1 � OneMore(Seen-d ) 

                                   * PDF (Seen-d+1 |Seen-d+1  � OneMore(Seen-d )) 

So we have, Confidence (Seen-d) � E[confidence(Seen-d+1)]  

� 

Similar  proofs  can  be  derived  to  show  that  the  other  anytime measures are also 

monotonic in expectation.
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CHAPTER 4 

ANYTIME SCAN ALGORITHM 

A simple algorithm for top-k retrieval is the Scan algorithm which operates as 

follows: it initializes a buffer of size k to the first k tuples of the table, then scans the table 

sequentially, and for each k tuple read, computes its score and updates the top-k buffer 

appropriately. The Scan algorithm is quite efficient in many scenarios, however the main 

drawback is that there is no way of guaranteeing that the top-k tuples have been retrieved 

without completing the scan of the entire table. In this part of the thesis we mainly concentrate 

on the any time behavior of the algorithm using which we can predict the guarantee associated 

with the current top-k results. The anytime measure computation only works if we assume that 

the data is clustered on the disk in random order. We then concentrate on the fuzzy data 

considerations with scan algorithm.    

4.1 Setting 

We are given M independent attributes with domains Domi = [li, ui] over which we 

wish to perform anytime top-k computations. Our approach makes use of knowledge of the 

distribution of values of each of the M attributes. Such distributions are provided when the 

algorithm commences. The particular method, by which these distributions are approximated 

(represented), is orthogonal to our approach. For the discussion that follows, we refer to such 

an approximation for the score of the tuple t (1 � t � N) as score(t). 
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The score of a tuple t is computed by a linear additive function on the score of the 

individual attribute values in typical top-k algorithms, such as score(t) = w1t[1] + . . .wMt[M].   

DEFINITION 1. Convolution of two distributions: Assume that f(x), g(x) are the probability 

density functions (pdfs) of the two independent random variables X, Y respectively.  The pdf 

of the random variable   X+ Y (the sum of the two random variables) is the convolution of the 

two pdfs: 

                                      x   

��({f, g})(x) =  �o  f (z)g(x − z)dz 

 

Figure 4.1: An example of the result of the max-convolution of two distributions. 

This definition can be easily extended to the sum of more than two random variables. 

We also give another definition that allows us to estimate other aggregates, such as 

max, min, of random variables. 
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DEFINITION 2.  Max-convolution of two distributions:   Assume that f (x), g(x) is the pdfs of 

two random variables X, Y respectively. The pdf of the random variable max(X, Y) (the 

maximum of the two values) is the max-convolution of the two pdfs: 

                                                        x                           x 

��max ({f, g})(x) = f (x)  �o  g(z)dz + g(x) �o  f (z)dz 

Again, this definition can be easily extended to more than two random variables. 

Considering again the score of a tuple t, we note that it is possible that the values of 

some attributes are known, while others are not. For convenience, we will use the notation 

vPDFa(x), where x � R+ to specify a pdf where the probability is concentrated at a. 

(i.e., this  represents  a  “delta”  function,  where  the  probability  of x  =  a is 1, and 0 

otherwise).  This notation allows us to find the pdf of the score of a partially known tuple by 

applying definition 1 again. 

4.2 Algorithm 

Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code that describes the operation of scan algorithm, 

enhanced to compute probabilistic guarantees. The algorithm scans the tuples as they arrive 

and calculates the score based on the scoring function. The algorithm maintains the topk 

buffer in memory and updates it when new eligible tuple is found. The algorithm also needs to 

keep track of currently scanned tuples which are not in top-k and the max convolution of the 

currently unseen number of tuples. 
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________________________________________________________________ 

Algorithm 1 Anytime Scan Algorithm 

__________________________________________________________________ 

topk = {} 

minscore_topk = 0 

non-topk = {} 

unseen = {} 

for d = 1 to N do   // N tuples in database 

 score(t) = w1.t1 + ..... + wM.tM 

         if score(t) < minscore_topk then 

  Let u be the tuple with smallest score in topk  

  Remove u from topk 

  topk = topk U t 

  non-topk = non-topk U u 

  minscore-topk = min(topk) 

         else   

  non-topk = non-topk U t 

 end if 

 Derive min(topk)       // only if topk modified 

 Derive max(non-topk)   // for the new tuple addition 

 Derive max(max(non-topk) * max(unseen)) 

 Confidence = ComputeConfidence() 
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 Precision = ComputePrecision() 

 RankDistance = ComputeRankDistance() 

         ScoreInterval = ComputeScoreInterval() 

end for 

___________________________________________________________________ 

4.2.1 Computing anytime measures 

The parameters like Confidence, Precision, RankDistance, ScoreInterval are calculated using 

the same formulae defined in chapter 3.3. The main function of this chapter is 

ComputeConfidence(), we have to estimate the probability of Prob(MinTopkPDF > 

MaxOthersPDF) where MinTopkPDF is the distributions for min score out of the topk. The 

set MaxOthers actually describes all the tuples which are not in topk. The set can be 

partitioned into seen tuples but not in topk and the unseen tuples. The formula for MaxOthers 

distribution can be described as max convolution of MaxNonTopkPDF*MaxUnseenPDF. 

Although the number of convolutions may be high, in chapter 4.4 we discuss how it can be 

computed efficiently. 

4.3 Extensions to fuzzy data 

A significant complication when one computes probabilistic guarantees with fuzzy 

data is that each value observed by the algorithm has itself a generative model, the error 

distribution. In our description we assume that the error distribution is known and is the same 

for all the values ranges of the score.  Thus, as we observe a tuple t, we can determine the 

score of t using a simple scoring function. 
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For any tuple t, and let e be the pdf of the generative model of the error for any score. 

As previously introduced, irrespective of the error model deployed, the maximum error is 

bounded by some number, t = t+ e is the pdf of the generative function. 

When tuple has been scanned, then the pdf of the score of t is: 

scorePDFt  =  e * score(t) 

So now we use the convoluted score values for all our calculations involving MinTopkPDF, 

MaxNonTopkPDF and MaxUnseenPDF calculations. 

4.4 Computing various distributions 

4.4.1 Computing MinTopkPDF 

The MinTopkPDF is modified every time the topk buffer is changed. In case of exact data it 

can be imagined as simply the lowest score in top-k while in case of fuzzy data it will be the 

minimum convolution of the distributions of the current top-k tuples. 

The definition of minimum convolution is logically same as max convolution only we choose 

minimum value available in the bracket. 

For k tuples in top-k buffer the MinTopkPDF can be derived as, 

MinTopkPDF = * min( ScorePDF1, …, ScorePDFk) 

4.4.2 Computing MaxNonTopkPDF 

MaxNonTopkPDF is nothing but the maximum convolution of the tuples scanned till 

now but which are not in top-k. The MaxNonTopkPDF is modified every time any row is 

read. If the top-k is modified the tuple which gets removed from top-k that will get added in 

NonTopk set else the latest scanned tuple will get added into it.  

The formula for MaxNonTopkPDF looks as, 
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MaxNonTopkPDF = * max(ScorePDFt | t � d, t � k) 

Where d is the tuples scanned till now. 

4.4.3 Computing MaxUnseenPDF 

The PDF for MaxUnseenPDF can be computed by first computing the score of one 

unseen tuple. The number of unseen tuples is N - d. Thus we can calculate the 

MaxUnseenPDF by computing the max-convolution over the multi-set containing N - d 

copies of OneUnseenPDF: 

MaxUnseenPDF = *max ({OneUnseenPDF,…, OneUnSeenPDF}) 

OneUnseenPDF is nothing but the estimated global score distribution for all the tuples.
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CHAPTER 5 

ANYTIME TA–SORTED ALGORITHM 

In this chapter we describe how the TA-Sorted algorithm can be enhanced to compute 

online probabilistic guarantees of measures such as Confidence, Precision, Rank Distance and 

Score Interval (see Chapter 3.3 for definitions of these measures). In our description we 

concentrate first on the situation where we have exact data and sorted access in each attribute. 

We then extend TA-Sorted to fuzzy data in Chapter 5.6. We also discuss other ranking 

algorithms such as TA-Random. 

5.1 Setting 

We are given M independent attributes with domains Domi = [li, ui] over which we 

wish to perform anytime top-k computations. Our approach makes use of knowledge of the 

distribution of values of each of the M attributes. Such distributions are provided when the 

algorithm commences. The particular method, by which these distributions are approximated 

(represented), is orthogonal to our approach and we discuss alternatives in Chapter 5.4. For 

the discussion that follows, we refer to such an approximation for the attribute values of the i-

th (1 � i � M) attribute as gPDFi(x).Thus, we treat the approximation as a probability density 

function of the values of attribute i. 

The score of a tuple t is computed by a linear additive function on the score of the 

individual attribute values in typical top-k algorithms, such as score(t) = w1t[1] + . . .wMt[M]. 
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For a given tuple t, let scorePDFt(x) be the pdf of the score of t. Clearly, this pdf depends on 

how many of the attributes of the tuple are known at a given time instance. For example, if the 

values of all the attributes are known, the score is simply the sum of these attributes. If no 

value is known, the pdf of the score can be computed as follows: since the value of attribute i 

is a random variable with pdf gPDFi(x), the score is the sum of M random variables. The 

following lemma allows us to compute the pdf of the score given the individual pdfs of the 

attributes. 

DEFINITION 3 Consider a tuple t = (t[1], . . . t[M ]),  where the values t[i], i � obs(t) are 

known, and the attributes i � unobs(t) = {1, . . . , M } \ obs(t) are not known.  Let the scoring 

function be score(t) = t[1] + . . . + t[M] (i.e., the attributes are unweighted). Then the pdf of 

score(t) is: 

scorePDFt (x) = �({{ vPDFt[i]  | i � obs(t)} U { gPDFi | i � unobs(t)}) (x) 

The scorePDFt  function can be easily generalized for weighted scoring functions. 

5.2 Algorithm 

Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code that describes the operation of the TA-Sorted 

algorithm, enhanced to compute probabilistic guarantees. 

The algorithm selects attributes in a round-robin fashion, and at each step processes 

the next (sorted by decreasing magnitude) value of the selected attribute.  The algorithm 

proceeds exactly like the standard TA-Sorted algorithm but it also maintains the information 

necessary to compute probabilistic guarantees. 
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Let  <i, t[i]>  be  the  next  item  read  by  the  algorithm  along the sorted list Li  

corresponding to the i-th attribute, i.e., the i-th attribute value of tuple t. When this item is  

read, the algorithm has to (a) update WCS(t) (which is the sum of the attributes that have seen 

and the lower bounds of the attributes not seen thus far, and therefore a lower bound on the 

exact score of t) (b) update the pdf of the attribute i(gPDF(i)), and (c) update the topk buffer 

with the k tuples with the highest worst case scores. After reading t[i], t will either be fully 

resolved (that is, all attributes of t have been seen and its final score found), or partially seen. 

Let Partials be the set of tuples that are partially seen, but are not in the topk buffer. Steps (a) 

and (c) are straightforward.    

We show how to update the pdf for each attribute (step (b)) efficiently in Chapter 

5.4.1. In the next subsection, we describe how anytime measures such as Confidence is 

computed. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Algorithm 2 Anytime TA-Sorted 

_________________________________________________________________ 

topk = {dummy1 , . . . , dummyk }, WCS(dummyi ) = 0 

Partial = {}        // Partially seen tuples not currently in topk 

kWCS = 0         // smallest score in topk buffer 

for d = 1 to N  do   // N tuples in the database 

for all sorted lists Li (1 � i � M ) in parallel do 

Let < i, t[i] > be the i-th item in Li 

if t does not belong to Partial then 
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Partial = Partial U {t} 

obs(t) = {i} 

end if 

obs(t) = obs(t) U i 

// Update worst case score of t 

hi  = t[i] 

for j = 1 to M do 

WCS(t) += wi t[i] if i � obs(t) else wili 

end for 

//Update the generating PDFS for the remaining values 

Update-gPDF(gPDFi ,hi ) 

//Update topk buffer 

if WCS(t) > kWCS then 

if t does not belong to topk then 

Let u be the tuple with the smallest worst case score in 

topk 

remove u from topk  

Partial = Partial U {u}  

topk = topk U {t}  

end if 

kWCS = min{WCS(v)| v  �  topk} 

end if 
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// Compute confidence 

Confidence = ComputeConfidence() 

Precision = ComputePrecision()  

RankDistance = ComputeRankDistance()  

ScoreInterval = ComputeScoreInterval()  

end for 

end for 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.3 Computing anytime measures 

In this subsection we discuss how the various anytime measures are computed in each 

iteration of the algorithm. 

5.3.1 Confidence 

To execute the function call ComputeConfidence(), we have to estimate the 

probability Prob(kWCS > MaxOthers), where kWCS  is  the  smallest  worst  case  score  in  

the  topk  buffer  and MaxOthers is a random variable which describes the maximum score of 

all the tuples in the database not in topk. Let others denote the set of all tuples not in the topk. 

This set can be partitioned into 

(a) The tuples belonging to Partials (tuples partially seen but not in the topk buffer), and (b) 

the tuples that have not been seen at all (referred to as Unseen). In order to compute the pdf of 

MaxOthers, that will enable us to compute Prob ( kWCS > MaxOthers), we need to separately 
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compute the pdfs of two random variables, MaxPartials and MaxUnseen and then compute the 

pdf of the maximum of these two random variables. 

The pdf of MaxUnseen  (MaxUnseenPDF),  can  be  computed by first computing the 

pdf of the score of one unseen tuple. This involves the convolution of the pdfs of the attribute 

values:  

OneUnseenPDF  =  �{gPDFi | 1  �  i  �  M }.   

The number of unseen tuples is N−|Partials|. Thus, we can compute the pdf of MaxUnseen by 

computing the max-convolution over the multiset containing N − |Partials| copies of 

OneUnseenPDF: 

MaxUnseenPDF  = �max ({OneUnseenPDF, . . . , OneUnseenPDF }) 

Although the number of convolutions may be very high, in Chapter 5.4.2 we discuss how it 

can be computed efficiently.  To compute the pdf of M axP artials, we compute the max-

convolution of the score pdfs of the partially seen tuples: 

MaxPartialsPDF = �max ({scorePDFt |t � Partials}) 

where scorePDF(t) is derived as described in Definition 3. This operation is linear in the 

number of partially seen tuples, and so it can become slow for large datasets.   In Chapter 

5.4.3 we present an efficient implementation.  In conclusion, once  we  have  computed 

MaxUnseenPDF and MaxPartialsPDF , we can compute MaxOthersPDF  and use that to 

compute Confidence = Prob(kWCS > MaxOthers) 
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5.3.2 Other anytime measures 

In this subsection we outline how the anytime measures of Precision, Rank Distance, 

and Score Interval can be computed. 

In the case of Precision, we wish to determine (with a given probability p, say 95%) 

the fraction of the current topk tuples that will belong to the true topk tuples of the database.  

Let the worst case scores  of  the  current  topk  tuples  be  s1 , s2 , . . . , sk (=  kW C S). Let 

Probi be the probability that si is greater than MaxOthers. These Probi’s can be computed 

using the same techniques used for computing Confidence above, except that we have to 

execute it for each si rather that just for kWCS. Let i be the largest integer such that Probi  � p. 

The algorithm outputs i/k as Precision. Note that this is a conservative bound on Precision 

because we only consider prefixes of the current topk to be overlapping with the true topk, and 

not any subset. 

In order to compute Score Interval,  our task is to find a “high probability”  upper  

bound  on  the  smallest  score  of  the  true  topk tuples.  Thus, we wish to find the smallest 

positive number � such that Prob (kWCS + � > MaxOthers) > p where p is a given 

probability, such as 95%. Once we know the pdf of MaxOthers, the answer to this question is 

straightforward. 

Computing Rank Distance is more involved. The main task is to determine, for each 

tuple ti in the current topk tuples, a high probability upper bound for its true rank in the 

database (once we have these estimates, we can compute a high probability upper bound for 

the Rank Distance).  To determine an upper bound on the true rank  of  ti ,  we  need  to  
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compute  how  many  tuples  from  Others have larger scores than ti  with high probability. 

Further details are omitted from this version of the thesis. 

5.4 Approximating PDFs using histograms 

We presented our techniques thus far using a generic probabilistic generative 

model of data. In this chapter we describe the practical realization of our methodologies 

using a widely adopted model for approximating data distributions (i.e., PDFs), namely 

histograms. For simplicity of exposition, we adopt equi-depth histograms for our 

discussion, however the description is applicable to any histogram technique. We note that 

histograms can approximate arbitrary functions and thus our use of histograms, does not 

place any restrictions or require any assumptions about the underlying distributions that 

are being approximated. 

The following lemmas detail the running time of the basic operations of the 

algorithm. 

LEMMA 4.1. The convolution of two pdfs that are represented by two b bucket histograms 

can be computed in O(b2) time. 

Proof: Consider two random variables, A,B in the domain [0, 1] with pdfs fA(x), fB(x) 

respectively. Assume that the two pdfs are approximated by two histograms with b 

buckets, HA and HB. Assume that the bucket boundaries are the same: HA = [0 = A1, . . . , 

Ab = 1]; if not we can create two equivalent histograms with 2b buckets and the same 

bucket boundaries. Consider the Cartesian product of the two histograms  

CA,B = HA ×HB  
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Where, C A,B [i, j] = HA [i]HB [j] (HA [i] is the count associated with bucket i.) We can 

approximate the pdf of A + B with a histogram with 2b buckets and boundaries g0 = 0, g1 

= A1, . . . , gb = 1, gb+1 = 1 + A1, . . . , g2b = 2. To compute the histogram we have to 

compute the probability Prob (gk < A+B � gk+1) for the buckets of the new histogram, 

which may be derived as  

� Al + Bm = gk+1 CA,B[l][m] This histogram can subsequently be approximated by a b 

bucket histogram by merging neighboring pairs of buckets. This procedure gives an O(b2) 

algorithm for computing the convolution of the two pdfs.  

 As a corollary, for n histograms, we can perform the convolutions in sequence, with a 

final running time of O (nb2).  

LEMMA 5.2. The max-convolution of two pdfs that are represented by two b bucket 

histograms can be computed in O(b) time. 

Proof: The trick here is to avoid the Cartesian product. As before, consider two random 

variables, A,B in the domain [0, 1] with pdfs fA(x), fB (x) respectively. Assume that the 

two pdfs are approximated by two histograms with b buckets. Assume that the bucket 

boundaries are the same: HA = [0 = A1, . . . , Ab = 1]; 

if not we can create two equivalent histograms with 2b buckets and the same bucket 

boundaries. We can approximate the pdf of max(A,B) with a histogram with the same 

bucket boundaries. Then Prob (Ak � max(A,B) < Ak+1) is equal to HA[k + 1] · (�i�k HB 

[i]) + HB [k + 1] · (�i�k HA [i]). 
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If we first compute the cumulative distributions of HA and HB, it is easy to see the 

above probability can be computed in constant time. Since the cumulative distributions 

can be computed in O(b) time, the overall time for the max-convolution is O(b).  

As a corollary, we can compute the max-convolution of n histograms in O(nb) 

time. Even more interestingly, as the following lemma shows, the max-convolution of n 

identical histograms can be computed in O(b) time. 

LEMMA 5.3.  The max-convolution of n identical PDFs, represented by a b bucket histogram, 

can be computed in O(b) time. 

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.2, except that once the cumulative pdf of HA  

has been pre-computed, each probability term  Prob (Ak    �  max(A, A, . . . , A)  <  Ak+1 )  

reduces  to  n·  HA [k+1] * ( �i�k  HA [i]) n-1 ,which can computed in constant time. 

5.4.1 Updating the gPDFis 

The gPDFi s of individual attributes can also be approximated using histograms. 

Histograms allow efficient updates of the gPDFi when a new value from attribute i is read in 

the TA-Sorted (as well as TA-Random) algorithm. Since the values are read in decreasing 

order, every time a new value is read, the range of the top bucket of the corresponding 

histogram has to be updated, since all the remaining values have to be smaller than this value.  

In addition, the count in this bucket has to be decreased by one. This can be easily performed 

incrementally. 

5.4.2 Computing MaxUnseenPDF 

The computation of MaxUnseenPDF was expressed in Chapter 5.3.1 as the max-

convolution of a number of identical pdfs. We can use Lemma 5.3 to compute this pdf 
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efficiently.  Regarding the unseen tuples, we can first compute the pdf of the score of one 

unseen tuple by computing the convolution of the histograms that represent the pdfs of the 

attributes. 

5.4.3 Computing MaxPartialsPDF 

Finally, we also show how MaxPartialsPDF can be efficiently computed.  To compute 

the pdf of the maximum score of the partially seen tuples, we compute the max-convolution of 

the score pdfs of the partially seen tuples.  This operation is linear in the number of partially 

seen tuples, and so it may become slow for large datasets. 

To improve the running time, we cluster the partially seen tuples. Consider a subset of 

the attributes, S,  and let PartialsS be the set of tuples that have exactly these S attributes 

resolved. 

 That is, 

PartialsS = {t|obs(t) = S}. 

Since all the tuples in PartialsS have the same attributes unresolved, we can speed up 

the computation of the max-convolution of their scores: 

�max ({scoreP DFt |t � PartialsS }) = 

�max ({�({uP DFt[i] |i � S} U {gPDFi  |i  � S})| t � PartialsS }) 

Then, let us consider the partial scores of those |Partials | tuples, and consider an 

equiwidth B-bucket histogram H with these values (where B may be different from the b used 

to denote the number of buckets in the score/attribute histograms). Let H(WCSUpper(t)) be 

the upper bound of the range of the histogram bucket of H that the  partial  (i.e.,  worst  case)  
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score  of  t  falls  in.   To get an upper bound, we replace the partial score of each tuple with 

the upper bound of the histogram bucket that this partial score falls in.  We have then, 

�max ({scoreP DFt |t � PartialsS }) = 

�max ({� ({vPDF (H (WCSUpper(t)))} U {gPDFi | i  � S})|t  � Partials S }) 

Since there are only B different values for H(WCSUpper(t)), it follows that that the 

pdf of the maximum score of the tuples in PartialsS can be upper bounded by computing the 

max convolution of b different score histograms. There are 2M possible subsets of attributes. If 

we use B buckets for each group, we have to maintain 2M B histogram buckets. Using Lemma 

5.3, for each of these groups we can compute the pdf of the maximum score. We can then 

compute the max-convolution of the resulting 2M B histograms to finally compute 

MaxPartialsPDF. 

To efficiently do this computation we have to maintain one counter for each of the 2M 

B histogram buckets (which are in the beginning initialized at 0). Every time a new value is 

read in, one of the tuples has one more attribute resolved. If this is a new tuple, we increment 

the corresponding bucket and add this tuple to the list of the partials. If the tuple is already in 

the partials, one bucket has its count has to be reduced by one.   If the tuple is still not fully 

resolved, another bucket has its counter increased by one. 

Using Lemmas   5.1,   5.2 and   5.3, we can state the following Lemma: 

LEMMA 5.4.  An upper bound for MaxPartialsPDF can be computed in O(2 MBb 2 ) time. 

We note that the running time of this update is independent of N, the total number of 

tuples in the database. 
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5.5 An example 

Table 5.1: Data rows 

A1 

id,val 

A2 

id,val 

t4 :0.9 t5 :0.9 

t2 :0.8 t4 :0.8 

t3 :0.4 t1 :0.7 

t1 :0.3 t2 :0.3 

t5 :0.2 t3 :0.2 

 

(Scores for sample snapshot with two columns A1 and A2 and values t1 ...t5) 

Table 5.1 shows the scores for a dataset with 2 attributes in sorted order from greatest 

to least. The setting includes 5 tuples, and thus 5 scores for each attribute.  Assume we are 

using histograms with bucket size of 2 throughout the example, and we have a query for the 

top-K tuples where K is equal to 2. Our goal is to illustrate the maintenance of tuples for the 

Seen (set of all tuples fully or partially observed), Unseen, and Partials sets. 

Assume a snapshot of the algorithm were all attributes have been read for rows 1-2 

and the algorithm just read the first attribute of row 3. Since all attributes for t4 have been 

resolved it is placed into the Seen group.  Object t1 is placed into the unseen group, since none 

of the attributes have been resolved.   Finally, t2, t3, and t5 have had some of their attributes 

resolved, therefore they are placed 

The second Partials group contains tuples (t2 and t3) with at- tributes resolved for only 

A1.   Resolved values are computed for each tuple in the group (t2 and t3) giving scores of 
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(1,0) and (0,1) respectively. The maximum value of the sum of the resolved scores is the 

upper bound for the group. The remaining unresolved item A2 is replaced with the estimate 

histogram (2/3,1/3). The final convolution for the group is the score of the upper bound 

resolved items (0,1)  convolved  with  the  estimate  (2/3,1/3)  to  get  the  scorePDF 

(0,4/9,5/9) raised to the power of 2, equals (0,16/81,65/81). The max-convolution for the 

snapshot is computed for all of the Partials sub-groups and Unseen to give the final max-

convolution (0,16/81,65/81). The topk buffer is loaded with t4  and t5 , they have the highest 

pdf scores to get a min-convolution of (0,0,1).  We can then compute the probabilities by 

comparing the max-convolution of the Unseen and Partials sub-groups against the min-

convolution of the current topk-list. 

5.6 Extension to fuzzy data 

A significant complication when one computes probabilistic guarantees with fuzzy 

data is that each value observed by the algorithm has itself a generative model, the error 

distribution. In our description we assume that the error distribution is known and is the same 

for all the values of a given attribute i.  Thus, as we observe the attribute values of a tuple t, we 

can only determine the score of t using a probability density function. 

Let t[i] be the values of tuple t for attribute i, and let ei(x) be the pdf of the generative 

model of the error for attribute i. As previously introduced, irrespective of the error model 

deployed, the maximum error is bounded by some number i > 0.  We define ei, t(x) = ei(x + 

t[i]) be the pdf of the generative function of the value t[i]. 
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The TA-Sorted algorithm of the previous chapter must then be modified  to  compute  

the  pdf  of  the  score(t),  even  when  all  the values of the attributes have been observed.  If 

obs(t) is the set of the attributes of t that have been observed, then the pdf of the score of t is: 

scoreP DFt  = �({ei,t (x))|i � obs(t)} U {gPDFi |i  � obs(t)}) 

This probabilistic description of the score of a tuple can then be used  directly  for  

estimating  the  maximum  score  of  the  partially seen  tuples  and  for  estimating  the  

probabilistic  measures  the  algorithm computes online. However, to decide which tuples 

should be in the topk buffer, the algorithm has to find the tuples with the highest worst case 

scores.  Consequently, for this computation, we use the   i  bound on the maximum error, and 

we compute the worst score  of  a  tuple  t  by  replacing  the  observed  values  t[i]  with  the 

worst  case  bounds  t[i] −  � .   The computation of the worst case score of t becomes: 

WCS(t)  = �  wi (t[i] – �i ) +  �  wi  (li- �i) 

                i � obs(t)                  i � obs(t)     
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5.7 Extensions for TA-Random 

We also briefly sketch how the TA-Random algorithm can be adopted in our anytime 

framework. Since TA-Sorted is more complicated than TA-Random, the online version of the 

TA-Random algorithm is a straightforward modification of the algorithm we just presented.  

Essentially, in TA-Random the tuples are always fully resolved. Since there is no Partials list of 

tuples, there is no need to estimate the MaxPartialsPDF. The rest of the algorithm remains the 

same. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTS 

In this chapter we present an experimental evaluation of our frame- work.   Our 

implementation of our techniques is in C# and Oracle and our evaluations are performed on an 

Intel Pentium 2GHz processor system with 1GB of memory.  For comparison and accuracy 

measures, we report the anytime measures introduced in Chapter 3.3. 

The rank distance and precision metrics provide a baseline measurement to compare the 

accuracy of the confidence and score intervals.  All of our experiments provide comparisons 

between the actual and estimated results. At each point that confidence and score interval 

measures are recorded, the actual precision and rank distance is also computed for comparison 

along with the actual confidence. 

6.1 Experimental methodology 

All of our results are averaged over 50 independent runs.   We have conducted series of 

experiments using synthetic data sets varying the distribution and the data set size.  The 

synthetic data sets we  report  our  experiments  on  were  created  using  uniformly  distributed 

data ranging from 1,000 to 1,000,000 rows and three to ten  attributes  (we  vary  the  number  of  

attributes  when  we  report on  performance).   We generate synthetic data scores sampling a 
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uniform distribution.   We then approximate the frequency of the resulting scores using equi-

width histograms having 10 buckets. Our experiments focus on the comparison of the accuracy 

of our estimated results with actual performance of the TA-Sorted algorithm.  We omit results 

for the other algorithms of interest to our study (TA-Random) due to space limitations.  

However the overall observations recorded for TA-Sorted carry over to the case of the TA-

Random as well.   We also generated data with ziffian distributions and conducted similar sets 

of experiments.  Due to space constraints we do not include illustrations for comparing Zipf 

distributed scores but we briefly discuss the highlights of there results. We used both exact and 

fuzzy datasets in our evaluation. The fuzzy data points are derived using an exact data set by 

distorting each exact value with samples from Gaussian and Uniform distributions (we vary the 

variance of these distributions in our experiments). In this case as well we approximate the 

distribution of values in each attribute with histograms having 20 buckets. 

6.2 Accuracy of anytime measures 

Each of our experiments validates our measures on synthetic (exact and fuzzy) as well 

as real data sets. 

Confidence:  As shown in figure 6.1 and 6.7 confidence increases in-line with the precision. 

The confidence and precision increase in parallel for each value of k verifying that the 

confidence accurately estimates the precision for varying values of k.  The results show that 

significant savings can be  obtained  while  losing  little  accuracy.  For the synthetic results we 

assume independence, this gives a lower bound to the expect performance of our algorithm. 

Notably, for the case  of  ziffian  distributions   in the event of areas with many high 

scores the confidence of the algorithm stays relatively low for a large portion of the dataset. This 
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is due to the high density keeping the min(topk) and maxothers close for a larger portion of the 

execution. For exact datasets this causes a low sloping increase in confidence of the min-topk 

but eventually reaches 100% confidence. 

For  fuzzy  data  the  maximum  confidence  achieved  may  never reach 100%. This 

phenomenon is illustrated in figure 6.10 for Gaussian error distributions with variance of 0.1, 

0.2, 0.4 on synthetic datasets generated  using  uniform  distributions.   Similar observations 

hold for the precision in this case as well (Figure 6.10).   As the fuzziness of data increases the 

overall density of the dataset increases as well. Fuzzy data with high levels of uncertainty make 

it increasingly difficult for the algorithm to achieve an adequate gap between the min-topk and 

max − others, decreasing the overall confidence and increasing the score interval. 

We also conducted experiments using Zipf-distributed data that were later fuzzified; the 

results were a little better than the experiments using uniform data.  The increased performance 

in the zipf case was due to the few large values found in a zipf distribution that are quickly seen 

by sorted access and allow the min-topk to quickly build and adequate distance from the max-

others. Inversely for zipf distributions, as the number of tuples seen is increased for exact and 

fuzzy data, this causes slower increase in the confidence. Score Interval: For all of our 

experiments the score interval has a required confidence of 95%. Figure 6.9 shows that the score 

interval decreases as more tuples are seen by the algorithm and eventually reaches an interval of 

0 signifying the top-k group has been found. The minimum score interval is bounded by the 

uncertainty of the data.  If the data contains a high level of uncertainty then the ability of the 

score interval to approach zero is reduced.  As shown in Figure 6.12, as the variance for the 

Gaussian distributions increases, the minimum score interval reached increases as well.  It is 
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important to note that although the score interval and confidence are not monotonic per run, 

when averaged over several runs (as shown in  Figures 6.1, 6.9, 6.10, 6.12) they are monotonic. 

This is consistent and in fact validates our analytical derivations regarding the expected 

monotonicity of the measures. 

The behavior of rank distance is consistent both for exact and fuzzy data,  Figures 6.8, 

6.11,  with rank distance improving quickly as the number of items encountered increases. 

Accuracy: Our results show very good performance for both exact and fuzzy datasets.  

As shown in Figure 6.2 there is little variance between our estimated and the actual confidence 

illustrating that our algorithm accurately estimates confidence for various sizes of k.  In addition, 

as shown in Figure 6.5 our algorithm performs well using various levels of uncertainty in the 

datasets.  Independent of the level of uncertainty, the algorithm accurately estimates the 

confidence of the current top-k list. 

According to our results there is little relationship between the number of tuples seen by 

the algorithm, the accuracy of the confidence, or the score interval.  As shown in Figures 6.2 and 

6.5 regardless of the number of tuples seen, the algorithm never exceeds a 26% error from the 

actual confidence. Any movement away from the diagonal signifies error between the actual and 

the estimated confidence. For experiments using exact datasets the algorithm experiences a 

maximum error of 18% and 26% for fuzzy data. 

6.3 Results using real data 

We also use a real data set consisting of atmospheric data collected from several 

independent sensor locations in Washington and Oregon by the Department of Atmospheric 

Science at the University of Washington.  Each of the sensors independently takes a temperature 
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reading on an hourly basis between June 2003 and June 2004 for a total of 208 days.  In order to 

achieve adequately large datasets, we have scaled the real-world dataset to a total of 49,900 

rows.  For our experiments we have used 5 randomly selected sensors. Each of the readings 

taken from a sensor were combined with readings from other sensors which had taken a reading 

during the same time period, these readings were grouped to make individual rows based on 

there timestamps.  Sensor data such as the temperature data provided can specifically benefit 

from our algorithm due the anytime time behavior and the ability to evaluate data with 

uncertainty such as innaccurate sensor readings. 

As shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.6 the algorithm performs well on real-world datasets.  

Comparison of the confidence and the precision reveal that the algorithm accurately estimates 

the confidence in the top-k. The real-world datasets are in general expected to per- form much 

better than synthetic representations, due to row-level correlation of data. In the case of sensor 

data, jumps in temperature are recorded by several sensors during the same time period causing 

correlated high score records; that can easily be detected using our algorithm and confidently 

identified due to their distance from the remaining records. 
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Figure 6.1: Confidence for varying k as the number of tuples seen is increased. 

 

Figure 6.2: Comparison   of   confidence with the actual confidence for exact data. 
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Figure 6.3: Confidence as number of tuples seen is increased for the real-world dataset. 

 

Figure 6.4: Confidence as the number of tuples seen is increased for exact and fuzzy data. 
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of estimated versus computed confidence for fuzzy and exact data. 

 

Figure 6.6: Precision as the number of tuples seen is increased for the real-world dataset. 
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Figure 6.7: Precision for varying k as the number of tuple seen is increased. 

 

Figure 6.8: Rank distance for varying k as the number of tuples seen in increased 
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Figure 6.9: Score interval for varying k as the number of tuples seen is increased 

 

Figure 6.10: Precision as the number of tuples seen is increased for exact and fuzzy data. 
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Figure 6.11: Rank distance as the number of tuples seen is increased for exact and fuzzy data. 

 

Figure 6.12: Score interval as the number of tuples seen is increased for exact and fuzzy data. 

6.4 Comparing Scan and TA-Sorted using real time data 

The following figures show the comparison of anytime version of scan algorithm and 

TA-Sorted using exact data as well as fuzzy data. The experiments were run using the 

temperature sensor data for the same time range, only limited number of attributes were used in 

these experiments. i.e. 3 attributes. From the figure we can observe the rate by which the 

confidence goes up for TA-sorted is far better than scan algorithm, that kind of behavior is 
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pretty expected as TA-sorted uses sorted indices, so the probability of getting tuples which have 

higher values of attributes is better as compared to scan algorithm. In the fuzzy case we can 

observe that the confidence never reaches to 100%, that’s again explainable because when the 

data is itself fuzzy you can never be 100% sure about your final top-k being true top-k. 

 

Figure 6.13: Comparing Scan and TA-sorted against each other using real data 

We also experimented with several different histogram sizes; we found that the 

accuracy did not improve much with histograms of more than 10 buckets for our real-world 

experiments. This was also true for our experiments using synthetic datasets. 

6.5 Time comparisons between Scan and TA-Sorted 

After running scan and TA-sorted for same set of parameters for synthetic data, 

following are the time comparisons which can be observed.  
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Table 6.1: Time comparisons between Scan and TA-Sorted algorithm 

Type of Data Anytime Scan Algorithm Anytime TA-Sorted Algorithm 

100 rows x 3 attributes ~ 1 sec < second 

10000 rows x 5 attributes ~ 8 mins ~ 5 mins 

100000 rows x 10 attributes ~ 1 hr ~ 1 hr 21 mins 

1000000 rows x 3 attributes ~ 3 hr 40 mins ~ 4 hr 50 mins 
 

We can observe from this table that when the dataset is having more number of 

attributes the performance of scan is better than TA-Sorted. It’s logical because more attributes 

directly increases the possible combinations of partial sets and the subsequent computations. 

Also in case of 1 million rows also time taken by scan outperforms TA-sorted, that’s also 

because the data might be sparsely distributed as far access by sorted indices is concerned. 

The experimental results suggest that the overhead of our approach is relatively small.  

The number of times we compute the anytime measures is important, since this is the stage at 

which our anytime framework will be applied to compute statistics of interest. However, the 

clustering approach we use makes the computation of the anytime measures very efficient. 

Overall, the overhead remains small and increases when the size of the histograms increases, as 

expected.
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

In this thesis we have presented an anytime framework for top-k computations on exact 

and fuzzy data.  Our framework can be applied on a variety of popular top-k algorithms and 

enable any- time behavior.  We have discussed and analytically demonstrated several properties 

of our framework regarding the behavior of several measures of interest to anytime top-k 

computations.  Through a detailed experimental study we have demonstrated the practical utility 

of our approach. 
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